Modelling a
Newtonian Telescope

The Primary Mirror

As we move through the calculations for the performance and physical
dimensions of a typical Newtonian reflecting telescope, you will see that so much
depends upon the main or primary mirror of the instrument.
The primary mirror you will see is described in terms of both its diameter and
Focal Ratio
Unlike an ordinary looking glass type of mirror which has a flat surface, the mirror
of a Newtonian telescope has a surface that will have ground and polished to the
geometric shape of a parabola. The characteristics of the parabolic surface cause
reflected light to converge at a single point of focus, indicated by the letter ‘A’ in
the diagram below.

Calculating Focal Length

The Focal Length of an instrument is the distance from the primary mirror at to
where the reflected light arrives to a single point of focus.

The image left shows a converging cone
of light reflected from the primary mirror
coming to a single point of focus at point
A.

A telescope with a primary mirror diameter (PD) of 8 inch (203.2mm) and a Focal
Ratio of 10, written f/10 will have a Focal Length (FL) of: 6  8 = 48 inches

Our first task now is to
calculate the Focal Length.
Using spreadsheet such as
Excel, create suitable layout
such as the one shown here
and for the Primary Mirror
Diameter enter 6; notice we
are using inches in this
example and for Focal Ratio
enter 8.

In cell A5 create the label Focal
length (inches).
In cell B5 enter for formula
=(A3*B3)
You should see that the cell
contents for B5 become 48.0,
which is correct.

Calculating Tube Diameter

The Tube diameter for a Newtonian reflector in the ranges that we shall be
considering has to be such that there is sufficient room to manoeuvre the primary
into position, though other considerations do play their part. As a general rule, a
clearance of 1 inch will be adequate and so a 6-inch primary will require a tube
width of 10 inches.

In cell A6 create the label Tube
Diameter (inches), and then in
cell A6, enter the formula
=(A3+1)
Cell A6 will now display the value
of 7, which is the diameter if the
primary plus 1

Calculating distances on the light path

The distance that light need have to travel to the secondary, will be the focal
length of the mirror, minus the distance to the eyepiece, and this involves: 1: The radius of the tube, this will be the mirror radius plus tube clearance
2: The racked in height (RIH) of the eyepiece holder, a typically 3½ inches
3: The adjustment travel of the eyepiece, typically 1 inch
The first measure is simply mirror diameter/2
The second as you may recall from an earlier recommendation was 1 inch
The third will require a little explanation. On the right I have
included a picture of a typical eyepiece mount. An eyepiece is
slotted into the top of the barrel, with the mount itself being
screwed/bolted to the telescope tube at its base. The small
adjuster wheels on either side, effect focusing by raising and
lowering the barrel and with it the eyepiece. The term Racked In
Height refers to a barrel that is fully retracted, though here in the
picture the amount of chrome barrel showing indicates that the
eyepiece has been raised.

The image left shows the position
of the secondary mirror. From here
the light will be reflected upward
through 90 degrees bringing the
Focal point within the eyepiece

Here you can see the light path
reflected from the secondary
mirror toward the eyepiece. Notice
that we have introduced a
mechanism for supporting the
secondary mirror called the Spider

For our purposes you can assume a figure of 3½ inches for RIH (Racked In
Height).
For a 6inch f/8 the primary, the primary to secondary distance will be:
(Focal length)-((primary diameter/2)+(tube clearance/2) +RIH+ rack travel)
(68)-(3+½+3½ +1)
(48)-(8) = 40 inches

Note I have not included tube thickness.

In cell A7 create the label Racked
In height (inches)
In cell B7 enter the value 3.5
In cell A8 cerate the label Rack
Travel (inches)
In cell B8 enter the value 1
In cell A9 create the label Primary
– Secondary Distance (inches)
In cell B9 create the formula
=((B5)-((B6/2)+B7+B8))
Cell B9 will now display the value of 40.

Calculating secondary axis dimensions

Because the secondary mirror actually
sits directly in line with the incoming light
path to the primary, it will effectively
obscure or block some of the available
light and so minimising the size of the
secondary is a major factor in our design.
In the image below, you can see the
diverging cone of reflected light arriving
at the secondary mirror. In order to turn
this light through the 90-degree angle
necessary to direct it toward the
eyepiece, the secondary needs to be
placed at a 45-degree angle, and so at
this point the incoming cone of refracted
light will form the shape of an ellipse.

Looking at the illustration left, the blue area represents the
incident pattern of the light arriving at the secondary, while the
shaded area represents the area had we used a circular mirror
whose diameter was set by the major-axis of the ellipse alone.

From this example you should be able to immediately appreciate that by taking
into account the geometry of the incident light pattern on the secondary, the
amount of extra light that becomes available to the primary mirror.
The exercises that you have completed so far, will prescribe the dimensions for a
working Newtonian telescope. In the following exercise we shall be seeing how we
can go on to derive the important working characteristics on the instrument.

To minimise the amount of light obscured, we need to calculate the minimal axis
of the ellipse. An ellipse has two axis: major and minor.
The minor axis can be derived using:
Fully illuminated field of view + (distance secondary to focus/focal ratio)
The term ‘Fully Illuminated Field of View’ refers to the final image as seen in
the eyepiece, for a standard 1¼-inch barrel; a figure of ½ inch will be
satisfactory.
In cell A10 create the label Fully
Illuminated Field of View
(inches)
In cell B10 enter the value 1.5
In cell A11 create the label
Secondary Minor Axis (inches)
In Cell B11 enter the formula
=(B10+(B5-B9)/B3)
Cell B11 will display the value 2.5

We are now in a position to derive a value for the Major Axis
Minor axis  Aspect Ratio = 2.5  1.414 = 3.535 inches
In cell A12 create the label
Aspect Ratio
In cell B12 enter the value
1.414
In cell A13 create the label
Secondary Major Axis
(inches)
In cell B13 enter the formula
=(B11*B12)
Cell B13 will show value 3.54

Calculating limiting magnitude

The Limiting magnitude of a
telescope is a measure of the
faintest object that can be detected
by the instrument. In astronomy
the brightness of an object is
referred to in terms of magnitude.
In referring to magnitude of objects
in the night sky, a magnitude of 1
is bright; a magnitude of 5 is going
to be at about the limits of the
unaided eye.

Magnitude

Objects

-27

The Sun

-20

Brightest meteors

-13

Full Moon

-4

Venus

-1

Sirius

+6

Naked-eye

Magnitude

Instrument limit

+6

Naked-eye

Included is a table of typical
magnitudes for objects and the
limiting magnitudes for instruments

+9

Typical binoculars

+13

8" amateur telescope

+30

Hubble Space
Telescope

To derive Limiting magnitude uses the formula:
8.8+5LOG(diameter of primary in inches)
8.8+5LOG(6) = 8.8+(50.778)=8.8 + 3.89 =12.7
In cell A14 create the label
Minimum Magnitude.
In cell B14 enter the formula
=(8.8+(5*LOG(A3)))
Cell B14 will show the value
12.7 rounded to 2 decimal places

Calculating resolving power

The Resolving Power of a telescope is a measure of the instruments ability to
separate two closely spaced objects into two distinct images, this separation is an
angle measured in seconds of arc. In the case of a telescope this is refereed to as
the Dawes limit. For our reflecting telescope this figure can be derived directly
from the size of the primary mirror:
4.56 / Diameter of primary in inches
4.56 / 6 = 0.76 arc/sec

In cell A15 create the label
Resolving Power (seconds of
arc)
In cell B15 enter the formula
=(4.56/A3)
Cell B15 will display 0.76

Calculating the limits of magnification

Any optical instrument will have an effective upper and lower to both maximum
and minimum magnification, and as you shall see these values can be derived
directly from the diameter of the primary mirror.
The maximum or usable magnification can be derived from
Diameter of primary (inches)  60
6  60 = 360
The minimum usable magnification can be derived from
Diameter of primary (inches)  4
6  4 = 24

In cell A16 create the label
Maximum Magnification
In Cell B16 enter the formula
=(60*A3)
Cell B16 will show 360
In cell A17 create the label
Minimum Magnification
In Cell B17 enter the formula
=(4*A3)
Cell B17 will show 24

Calculating Eyepiece Performance

An eyepiece is really a precision magnifier and if you
look in a catalogue for telescope accessories, you will
see that eyepieces are described by two common
characteristics, 1: the barrel diameter and 2: focal
length, which is usually measured in mm, and presents
us with an opportunity to carryout a conversation.
To calculate the maximum magnification for an
eyepiece of Focal length 20 mm use:
Focal Length of primary mm/ Focal Length of eyepiece
mm
We have calculated that our 6-inch f8 mirror has a
focal length of 48 inches. Now convert this to mm
1 inch = 25.4mm therefore 48 X 25.4 = 1219.2
Magnification = 1219.2 / 20 = 60.96 times

In cell A19 create the label
Eyepiece Focal Length mm
In cell B19 create the label
Magnification
In cells A20, A21, A22 enter the
values 32, 20, 9
In cell B20 enter the formula:
=((B5*25.4)/A20)
cell B20 will show the
magnification 38.1
Now repeat the formula, so that
B21 =((B5*25.4)/A21)
B22 =((B5*25.4)/A22)

